
DUO+

Planer CE223X DUO

Exclusive novelty

Light and powerful, allows planing and sanding works.

Professional solutions



CE223X DUO
The DUO planer is a total new concept. Equipped with interchan-
geable tool holders for helicoidal blade and sanding roller.

Its versatility makes it to be 
able to adapt to several kind 
of jobs just only changing 
the tool holder. Now, with 
the sanding roller, it is possi-
ble to plane doors or shelves 
without risk to splinter them.

The tool holder with heli-
coidal blade provides a high 
quality planing without 
traces and less noise, thanks 
to the oblique cutting.

Revolutionary, light and easy to 
use double hand planer. Easy to 
adapt to the wanted finishing, 
just changing the tool holder 
with helicoidal blade or sanding 
roller in few minutes.
Equipped from factory with a 
cutterholder for helicoidal blade 
allowing a perfect planing wi-
thout marks, and with an abra-
sive roller for sanding several 
kind of materials: wood and its 
products, solid surface materials, 
synthetic materials, stripping 
paints on flat surfaces...
Adjustable rear shoe regarding 
the cutting line of the tool 
holder.

Specially recommended for restoration 
works, the DUO CE223X sanding roller 
can be used to remove paint or varnish.
If a nail is inside the wood, this is not 
an inconvenient because it will be 
sanded and levelled off with the rest of 
the surface.



DUO+

The CE223X DUO can be adapted 
to several kind of surfaces thanks 
to its dual system.

The CE223X can be also 
equipped easily with a 
cutter holder for straight 
reversible blades.

Optional
Specifications
Input power 700 W

Cutting width 80 mm

Cutting depth 0-3 mm

Max. rabbeting depth 11 mm

No-load speed 16,500/min

Max. sanding depth 0-1 mm

Sanding roller width 81 mm

Weight 3.2 kgs

Optional sanding rollers
Optional sanding rollers:
2345510 Roller g. 40 Carborundum 
2345511 Roller g. 50 Carborundum
2345512 Roller g. 60 Carborundum 
2345514 Roller g. 60 (Zirconium Oxide)* 

(*) for hard materials

Standard equipment
Tool holder with helicoidal blade, abrasive roller 
holder with Gr. 40 roller, dust collection nozzle 
and carrying case. 

There are several applications using the sanding roller.
For example: sanding wooden repairing splines, planing pa-
nels made up with several layers of different materials, like 

insulating modules, repai-
ring of surfboards, boats...
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Virutex, S.A.
Antoni capmany 1, 08028 Barcelona (Spain)
Tel. +34 934 329 888 • Fax +34 934 329 889 • E-mail: export@virutex.es
www.virutex.es

Range of professional planers

Planers

Special planers

Equipped with powerful motors, the Virutex planers are well known for their 
efficiency and robustness. They are designed for hard demanding jobs and to 
work with a high precission and qualility finishings.

GR120P
Large planer

CE24E
Large planer
Aluminium housing

CE120P
Hand planer

CE35E
Light hand planer

CE89E
Chamfering planer

CE96H
Curved planer

CE53S
Edge lipping planer

CE23N and CE123N
Abrasive planers
(straight and curved)


